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Abstract

We derive a simple and efficient method for designing
wave–shaping materials composed of dipole scatterers, tak-
ing into account multiple scattering effects and both mag-
netic and electric polarizabilities. As an application of our
theory, we design a-periodic metasurfaces that re-structure
the radiation from a dipole emitter: (i) modifying of the
near-field to provide a 3 fold enhancement in power emis-
sion; (ii) re-shaping the far-field radiation pattern to exhibit
chosen directivity; and (iii) the design of a discrete ‘Luneb-
urg lens’. Our proposed technique is relevant to designing
metamaterials for a wide class of applications, and has the
key benefit of including all interactions within the system of
scatterers. Additionally, we develop a clear physical inter-
pretation of the optimized structure, by extracting ‘eigen-
polarizabilities’ of the system, finding that a large ‘eigen-
polarizability’ corresponds to a large collective response of
the scatterers.

1 Introduction

Designing the scattering properties of materials is a fun-
damental challenge in a broad range of disciplines, from
metamaterial design [1] to imaging through disordered me-
dia [2]. In recent years, there has been increasing interest in
how appropriately designed metamaterials can induce vir-
tually any desired wave effect, be that acoustic [3] or elec-
tromagnetic [4]. To solve this problem the connection be-
tween incident and scattered fields must be established, and
then this must be used to design the metamaterial structure.

Recent interesting developments include ‘metalenses’,
which can have superior bandwidth to traditional refractive
lenses [5], as well as metasurface antennas [6]. Metasur-
face antennas present the opportunity to engineer bespoke
beam-shaping, steering, polarization control and improve
efficiency [6]. Several classes of metasurface have been de-
signed using an algorithm to selectively place scattering el-
ements to form a metasurface with specific properties. This
principle has been used to design metasurface holograms
[7], and for wavefront shaping [8]. What unites the seem-
ingly disparate applications of holograms, metalenses and
wavefront shaping is the problem of designing materials to
realise a given wave effect.

The materials required for each of these functionalities can
be designed using very similar methods. For example, holo-
grams [7], metalenses [5] and beam shaping surfaces [6]
have all been designed using the Gercherg-Saxton algo-
rithm. However, this method neglects multiple scattering
interactions and assumes that only a local phase offset is
imparted upon the incident field. This inhibits the applica-
tion of this design method to problems were non-local inter-
actions are key, for example in achieving perfect anomalous
reflection [9].

Due to broad demand for methods to design the scatter-
ing properties of materials, the problem of devising de-
sign methodologies has attracted recent attention [10]. As
well as the Gerchberg-Saxton, there are two other popu-
lar inverse design paradigms. Firstly, geometry optimisa-
tion based upon the adjoint design method has been used
to design many electromagnetic structures [10]. Typically
this procedure involves evaluating a cost function, which is
to be extremised, over a given geometry using a full-wave
solver. Changes to the geometry are then made iteratively,
so that the figure of merit is improved until a convergence is
reached. A key feature of the adjoint method is that the cost
function contains both a ‘forward’ and an ‘inverse’ contri-
bution. Reciprocity is exploited to allow the ‘forward’ and
‘inverse’ parts to be calculated together, reducing the num-
ber of numerical simulations required to determine how ma-
terial parameters should be changed. Secondly, machine
learning [11] and genetic algorithms [12] have become ex-
tremely popular for solving the inverse design problem due
to their ability to traverse large search spaces. While ma-
chine learning has a role to play in optimisation processes,
applying analytic techniques to the problem can provide
more time-efficient design. It is the ambition of our current
work to seek a design method that admits a clear physical
interpretations of both the optimisation method and of the
results, while being numerically efficient.

In this work we present two contributions. Leveraging the
benefits of adjoint algorithms, we propose a semi-analytic
framework to design the scattering properties of non-
periodic arrangements of discrete dipolar scatterers. We
account for all interactions so that all multiple-scattering
effects are considered. By examining these strongly non-
local properties of the entire scattering system, we suggest



an interpretation of the eigenvalues of the scattering system.
This provides explanatory detail on the mechanisms behind
the optimisation procedure. Together, these techniques pro-
vide a new paradigm for the inverse design of metamate-
rials comprised of scatterers which are sub-wavelength but
strongly coupled.

2 Designing Scattering Properties

For a system of N spherical, isotropic scatterers charac-
terized by their electric and magnetic polarizability ten-
sor,←→ααα E and←→ααα H respectively, the solutions to Maxwell’s
equations can be written as(
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where (EEEs,HHHs) are the fields generated by a dipole source,
ξ is a unitless wavenumber,
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fields applied to each scatterer, (EEE(rrrn),HHH(rrrn)) include the
field from the source as well as the field scattered by all
other scatterers. The applied fields are determined by re-
quiring self-consistency of the solution, which may be writ-
ten as a matrix equation
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where RRR is the interaction matrix, defined as
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Eigenvalues of the interaction matrix can be viewed as
‘eigen-polarizabilities’ of the system. These can be inter-
preted as characterising the collective response of the scat-
tering system. The effect of the photonic environment upon
an emitter can be characterized using the Polarized (or Par-
tial) Local Density of Optical States (PLDoS), defined as

ρ(p̂pp,rrr,ω) =
2ε0n2

πω
Im[p̂pp ·EEE(rrr)]. (4)

This gives the number of electromagnetic modes available
per unit volume for a given source polarization, p̂pp, posi-
tion rrr and frequency ω . It can be shown that the power
emission of a dipole emitter is proportional to the PLDoS.
The PLDoS provides a way to convert the properties of the
scattering structure (with many free parameters) to a sin-
gle positive real number. Due to this property, the PLDoS
forms our figure of merit for the optimization procedure.

To design the scattering properties of the system of scatter-
ers, we expand the solutions (1) in terms of small perturba-
tions to the locations of the scatterers

rrrn→ rrrn +∆rrrn, EEE→ EEE0 +EEE1, HHH→ HHH0 +HHH1. (5)

Retaining terms of only first order and combining this with
the expression for the PLDoS, we obtain the following ex-
pression giving the update to the position of the nth scatterer
for iteration i
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where ∆rrrn is the size of the step. Choosing to update the
position in this way is guaranteed to lead to an increase in
the PLDoS.

3 Numerical Examples

We aim to design a metasurcace which manipulates antenna
radiation in a particular way. To do so, we present several
numerical examples of the semi-analytic optimization pro-
cedure we have derived. While our results are completely
general, we choose the parameters at optical wavelengths
for our numerical examples: wavelength λ = 550 nm and
scatterer radius r0 = 65 nm. First, we apply our method to
increase the power emission of an electric dipole emitter.
The results of this are shown in Figure 1. We choose, arbi-
trarily, an initial structure shown in Figure 1(a), and apply
our iterative optimization procedure to design the structure
shown in Figure 1(c), yielding a three-fold enhancement in
the power emission of the dipole emitter. Furthermore, by
examining the eigenmodes and eigenvectors of the interac-
tion matrix (3), the mechanism for this enhancement can be
explained. Figure 1(d) shown the dominant eigenmode in
the initial configuration and Figure 1(f) shown the dominant
eigenmode in the final configuration. The eigenvalue of the
dominant mode has increased by a factor of ∼ 3, which can
be interpreted as an enhancement of the collective response
of the system. Additionally, the spatial distribution of the
mode has changed to increase the overlap with the dipole
emitter.

Next, we apply our method to engineer the far-field radia-
tion pattern of a dipole emitter, shown in Figure 2. Starting
from the structure shown in Figure 2(a), our optimization
procedure is applied to enhance the power emitted along
the x→ ∞ direction. The resulting structure is shown in
Figure 2(b) and the change in radiation pattern is shown in
Figure 2(c). It is clear from these plots that the structure
we have designed exhibits clear beaming along the desired
direction.

As a final interesting example, we show that more complex
functionality can be obtained from structures designed us-
ing the method presented here by multiplexing the designed
structures. For example, the functionality of a Luneburg
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Figure 1. The result of applying our design methodology to enhance power emission of a dipole using 100 scatterers. In all
plots, scatterers are shown as black circles and the dipole emitter as a red arrow. (a) Shows the ŷyy component of the electric
field in the initial configuration, (b) shows the progress of the power enhancement as the optimisation progresses and (c) shows
Re[EEE · ŷyy] in the optimised configuration. (d) and (f) show Re[EEE · ŷyy] of the mode with the largest expansion coefficient in the initial
and optimised structure respectively. (e) shows how the eigenvalues and expansion coefficients change due to the optimisation.
The final mode, plotted in (f), with eigenvalue ∼ 12 is responsible for the power enhancement.

lens is shown in Figure 3(a). For a certain choice of ra-
dially graded index profile, a point source placed upon the
exterior of the lens is converted into a plane wave. Due to
the angular symmetry of the profile, rotating the point souce
allows the plane wave to be steered. This behaviour can be
roughly approximated by multiplexing the structure shown
in Figure 2(c). We demonstrate this in Figure 3(b,c). Ro-
tating the source through the multiplexed structure allows
for the re-direction of emitted radiation with manageable
back-lobes. Rather than continuous control, the approxi-
mate Luneburg lens gives only discrete angular resolution.
For larger angular resolution, the size of the device must be
increased.

4 Conclusions & Outlook

In this work, we have derived a method of designing meta-
materials comprised of small scatterers. This has been ap-
plied to design aperiodic planar structures that have a prede-
termined effect on both the near and the far–field of a dipole
emitter. In the near-field, power emission has been en-
hanced by a factor of ∼ 3 and the far-field radiation pattern
has been made highly directional. We have also demon-
strated that structures designed in this way may be multi-
plexed to achieve more complex functionality. As an exam-
ple, we approximate the functionality of a Luneburg lens

using an array of dipole scatterers.

As well as an iterative design methodology, we propose
an interesting physical interpretation of the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the matrix defining the electromagnetic re-
sponse of the scattering system. The eigenvalues of the
system correspond to eigen-polarizabilities which we at-
tribute to several scatterers responding collectively. A large
collective response corresponds to a large eigenvalue. By
analysing how the eigenvalues and eigenvectors change
over the optimisation procedure, we have identified that
power emission is enhanced by a large collective response
of the scatterers, corresponding to a large eigenvalue while
directivity is achieved by modifying the spatial distribution
of the modes, without significant change to the eigenvalues.

The applicability of both our design technique and theo-
retical understanding are not limited to engineering dipole
radiation. A perturbative approach to designing electro-
magetic field properties might be applied to engineering
mode distributions in optical fibers or metalenses. If more
arbitrary field distributions could be successfully designed,
then this method might find utility in constructing meta-
surface holograms or to perform wavefront shaping when
imaging through disordered media. As our approach au-
tomatically takes non-locality into account, it may be also
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Figure 2. Re-structuring far-field of a dipole emitter to be
directed along θ = 0◦, using 36 scatterers. (a) shows |EEE| for
the initial configuration, where scatterers are black circles
and the emitter is shown as a red arrow. (b) shows |EEE| in the
optimized structure. (c) shows a comparison of the far-field
distribution of the Poynting vector for the initial configu-
ration (black dashed line) and the optimised configuration
(red line). The width of the beam in the optimised structure
is ∼ 24◦.
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Figure 3. Multiplexing the design shown in Figure 2 to
construct a scattering structure approximating the function-
ality of a Luneburg lens. (a) demonstrates the function of
a normal Luneburg lens of radius R, with a refractive index
graded according to the inset equation. A point source is
converted into a beam in a single direction. (b) and (c) The
result of multiplexing the structure proposed in Figure 2 to
produce a Luneburg lens with a discrete angular resolution
of 45◦. By rotating the source and changing it’s location
inside the array the far-field Poynting vectors indicated in
(b) can be observed.

used to develop and provide insight into non-local metasur-
faces.
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